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ABSTRACT
In this paper, position control and reduction of vibration of a 3D flexible L-shape mechanism
has been achieved through the synthesis of a constrained Model Predictive Control (MPC).
A finite element model, based on the equivalent rigid link system (ERLS) theory, is used in
order to describe accurately the dynamic behaviour of the system. The model has been
validated through the experimental tests. In order to apply the constrained MPC control on the
mechanism, a linearized model which takes gravity force into account is derived as well as a
Kalman state estimator. The effectiveness and robustness of the control system has been
evaluated and discussed through several tests. Furthermore, the performance of the MPC
control has been compared with the performance of classical industrial control (PID).
Keywords: predictive control, flexible-link mechanisms, vibration control

1 INTRODUCTION

The available literature on model-based control strategies
for flexible-link mechanisms is often the result of
application of modal dynamic models, and less frequently
on finite element-based models. Comprehensive reviews of
the large number of available works can be found in [5] and
[10].
Either linear or nonlinear control schemes have been
developed. Linear control schemes have been utilized
mostly. Some notable examples are robust control by
Caracciolo [11] and sliding mode control by Kurode [13].
Also several works have proposed the use of Model
Predictive Control (MPC) as an effective and suitable
solution to the problem of damping vibration in flexible
link mechanisms and structure. An experimental validation
of MPC as position and vibration control is available in
[20]. The mechanism under consideration is a single-link,
and control is achieved on a relatively slow sampling
frequency. A good overview of the topic, with several
applicative example, is available in [21]. Other kind of
mechanisms have been investigated by Boscariol for five
bar link mechanism in [12] and four bar link mechanism in
[23].
Currently, to the best of authors’ knowledge, there are no
available works on the predictive control of spatial flexiblelink mechanisms. It should be mentioned that the majority
of works in this area are application to planar mechanisms,
often moving in the horizontal plane, thus without taking
into account gravity. The aim of this paper is also to
provide a feasible solution that can deal with the
nonlinearities imposed by the presence of gravity force.

Modelling, analysing and controlling of flexible
mechanisms have been under investigations for about four
decades. Moreover, the consequence of accurate modelling
and controlling the phenomena of mechanical vibration in
flexible mechanisms is designing and fabricating lighter
robot manipulators, which is a very important factor of
lower operation cost and as well as high operation speed.
Several studies have been done in order to define and
present a precise mathematical model for flexible multibody systems. These studies have started with investigation
on a single flexible-link mechanisms, after with
consideration flexible multi-body mechanisms in a planer
and finally flexible mechanisms in the spatial environment
[1–5]. The most used and adopted methods for modelling
the flexible mechanism includes the usage of discretization
methods such as finite element method (FEM) with the
purpose of presenting dynamics models using a finite
number of elastic degree-of-freedom. Models of such a
kind, providing a nodal representation of the mechanism,
have been proposed. Some author have also proposed
description of flexible mechanisms making use of modal
coordinates in place of physical coordinates. [6–9]
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2.1 Kinematics
K
As shown
s
in Figu
ure 1, each fleexible link of the mechanissm
can be divided in
nto finite eleements. Being
g {X, Y, Z} a
consstant

n this paper model preedictive control (MPC) with
In
constrains is pproposed to coontrol the posiition and miniimize
th
he amplitude the mechaniccal vibration during the m
motion
of
o a 3D flexxible L-shapee mechanism. There are some
motivating
m
reaasons for chooosing this co
ontroller: firstt, the
prediction
p
abillity based on an internal model
m
can be a very
effective advanntages in fast--dynamic systtems. Then M
MPC is
well
w applicablle to MIMO plants, becau
use the outputts are
calculated by solving a miinimization problem whichh can
taake in conssideration off several variables. Annother
reemarkable addvantages off this contro
ol scheme iis its
competences tto perform constrains
c
on both controll and
controlled variiables [14].
The
T linearizedd model whichh is used in th
he MPC conttroller
scheme is bassed on equivaalent rigid-lin
nk system (E
ERLS)
th
heory which iis developed and
a proposed by
b Vidoni in [15] .
The
T
spatial fflexible L-shaape mechanism is taken into
consideration iin this work as a test bench mechanism, w
while
having
h
a singlle degree of freedom
f
and allows 3D m
motion
and
a elastic dispplacement.
The
T
paper is organized as
a follows: Section 2 b riefly
explains the m
mathematical model of fleexible mechan
anism,
which
w
is validd for any spattial flexible multi-body
m
syystem.
The
T descriptioon of the refference mechaanism is giveen in
Section
S
3. S
Section 4 prrovides a deescription onn the
liinearization pprocedure as well
w as the accuracy
a
validdation
and
a designing procedure of Kalman statee estimator. A brief
description
d
off synthesis of
o model preedictive contrrol is
presented
p
in thhe Section 5. In Section 6 simulation reesults
obtained
o
contrrolling the noonlinear systeem with the MPC
controller havee been discusssed. An evaluaation of robusstness
properties
p
of tthe controller is provided by
b several tessts in
Section
S
7. In S
Section 8 the results
r
of a co
omparison bettween
th
he performancce of proposedd MPC contro
oller and a classsical
PID
P controller are presentedd.

Figure 1 Kinematic deefinition of thee ERLS
global reference frame, let uss consider ui and ri as thhe
vecto
or of the nod
dal elastic dispplacements of the i-th finiite
elem
ment and the vector of nodal
al position and
d orientation for
f
the i-th element of the ERL
RLS, respectiv
vely. Moreovver
posittion vector off the generic point of the i-th element of
the ERLS and its elastic diisplacement are wi and vi
respeectively. Hen
nce, the abssolute nodal position annd
orien
ntation of the i-th finite eleement bi with
h respect to thhe
global reference frrame is:
(1)
The absolute possition pi of ggeneric point inside the i-th
finitee element is:
(2)

2 DYNAMIC
CS MODEL OF
O A 3D FLEX
XIBLE
MECHANISM

For each finite element {xi, y i, zi} is the local referencce
me that follows the ERLS m
motion. Given
n this, it can be
b
fram
defin
ned a block--diagonal gloobal-to-local transformatioon
matrrix
and a locaal-to-global transformatioon
can be defined. Therefore it is possible to
matrrix
reforrm Equation 2 as follows:

One
O
of the m
most studied topics in fllexible multi--body
sy
ystems is dynnamic modelling which is still an open issue
to
o investigate. In comparisson with rigid
d mechanismss, the
elastic behavviour of flexxible mechaanism makess the
mathematical
m
formulation of
o the modelss, which influuence
and
a regulate thhe real physicaal behaviour of
o the system, quite
complex.
The
T approach used here forr modelling of the systemss with
laarge displacem
ments and sm
mall elastic deformation is bbased
on
o Equivalent Rigid Link System
S
(ERLS) concepts w
which
first
fi
was inntroduced forr a planer mechanismss by
Giovagnioni
G
inn [3], and theen expanded to
t 3D environnment
by
b Vidoni in [15,22] whicch is briefly explained inn this
section .
One
O of the maiin advantages of the ERLS approach in iis that
th
he standard m
mechanisms definitions
d
an
nd concepts oof 3D
kinematics
k
couuld be adoptted to formullate and solvve the
ERLS
E
dynamicc model.

,

,

(3)

Wheere Ni(xi,yi,zi) is the shappe function matrix
m
for thhe
interrpolation of the
t i-th finitee element deefined in loccal
fram
me, and q is thee vector of thee generalized coordinates.
c
It caan demonstraated that the expression for the virtuual
displlacement
in the constannt reference frrame is:
, ,
,

,

,

,
,

,

(4)

Twicce differentiatting Equation 3 leads to the expression of
the acceleration of
o a generic point inside the i-th finiite
ment as:
elem
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Being ∅ the block-diagonal matrix which contains the
the strain displacement
virtual angular displacement and
matrix, the following equations holds:

,

,

,

∅

,
(5)

Since the virtual nodal elastic displacements
and virtual
displacement of the ERLS
are independent from each
other and taking into account the damping trough Rayleigh
model using α and β damping constants, Equation 10 can be
subdivided in two equations:

If the kinematic entities of all the finite elements are
gathered into one vector, differentiating Equation 1 with
respect to time leads to:
(6)

2

The configuration of the ERLS (as well as its velocity and
acceleration) basically depends upon on the vector q of the
free coordinates. This can be reformulated as:

2
2

(21)

Dynamic equations, after the substitution of the second
order differential equations of the ERLS, can be grouped
and rearranged in matrix from after discarding the
equations for elastic degrees of freedom that have been
zeroed:

S(q) is the matrix of the sensitivity coefficients for all the
nodes. Finally, by substituting Equation 7 into Equation 6
the following equation in matrix form can be obtained:
(8)

2

2.2 Dynamics
The dynamic equations of the system can be obtained by
applying the principle of virtual works:
0

(20)
2

(7)

0

(19)

2
2

2

(22)
Then, taking
as the augmented state vector,
and rearranging the matrices, the system expressing the
dynamics of the mechanism can be written also as:

(9)

which can also be written as:
2∑

∑
∑
∑

∑

2

0
0

(10)

0
0

in which the mass matrix of the i-th element is:

0
0

1

2

0
0

The vector of the equivalent nodal loads due to gravity is:
(13)

2
1

0
0

(12)

0
0

2

2
0
0

0

3
2

3

0
0
0

(23)

The values of acceleration can be computed at each step by
solving the Equation 22, while the values of velocities and
of displacements can be obtained by an appropriate
integration scheme (e.g. the Runge-Kutta algorithm) and,
hence, the dynamic behaviour of the system can be
simulated.

The Coriolis terms are related to:
(14)
(15)
The centrifugal stiffness terms are:

3 REFERENCE MECHANISM

(16)
2

2

1

The stiffness matrix of the i-th element is:

2

0

2

(11)

g

0
0
0

The model presented in the previous section is valid for any
spatial mechanism with any number of free coordinates.
Hence, an L-shape mechanism is chosen as the basis of the
simulation. The mechanism is made by two steel rods,
connected by a rigid aluminium joint. The kinematics and
dynamics characteristics of the reference mechanism are
reported in Table I.

(17)
(18)
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Table I - Kin
nematics and ddynamics chaaracteristic
off the referencee mechanism

Youn
ng’s modulus
Flexure inertia
mom
ment
Poisson’s coefficient
Beam
m width
Beam
m thickness
Denssity
Firstt link length
Seco
ond link length
h
Raylleigh damping
g
consstant

Symbool
E

Value
V
2 × 10
1 11 [Pa]

J

11.102 × 10-10 [m4]

v
a
b

0.33
0
30 × 10-3 [m]
10 × 10-3 [m]
2.7 × 10
03 [Kg/m3]
0.5
5 [m]
0.5
5 [m]
7 × 10
1 -4 [s-1]
2.13 × 10-7 [s]

φ
L1
L2
α
β

4 LINEAR STAT
TE-SPACE D
DYNAMIC MO
ODEL
In orrder to develop a state-spacce linear modeel, to be used as
the prediction model
m
for a linear MPC
C controller, a
lineaarization procedure has beeen applied to the differentiial
Equaation 22 which
h is nonlinearr due Coriolis term and to thhe
effeccts of gravity
y. Gasparetto has presenteed linearizatioon
procedure that can
n be applied too planar mech
hanisms in [166].
A sim
milar procedu
ure is applied here, by exteending it also to
spatiial mechanism
ms.
From
m the basics of linear sysstem theory, a linear tim
meinvarriant (LTI) mo
odel in state sppace form can
n be written ass:

Figure 2 thee mechanism built
b
in the lab
boratory for thhe
expperimental validation of the model

(24)
wherre
,
rrepresents thee state vectoor,
and
output vector and
d input vectoor respectively
y and
,
,
and
arre time-invarriant matrices. Considerinng
, , ,
as
a the state vvector, linearized state-spacce
m of the dynam
mic model of Equation 23 can
c be reporteed
form
as:
(25)
Takiing into account the equ
quilibrium po
oint
in thhe
mech
hanism config
guration and choosing
under thhe
systeem input
in the pproximity of the
t equilibriuum
poin
nt, the followin
ng equation caan be considerred:
∆
∆

(26)

By substituting
s
th
he above relaations into Eq
quation 23, thhe
follo
owing relation can be foundd:

Figure 3 Elaastic displacem
ment in the L-sshape mechannism

∆

Each
E
beam finnite element inn the spatial environment hhas 12
degrees
d
of freeedom. Accordding to Figuree 3, the mechaanism
has
h
been disscretized usiing 4 beam elements. After
assembling
a
theem and consiidering the co
onstraints impposed
by
b the kinemattic couplings and neglectin
ng one of the nnodal
displacements
d
m
the systtem solvable [15],
in order to make
th
he resulting fllexible system
m is described by 24 nodal eelastic
displacements
d
and one rigidd degree of freedom.

∆

∆

∆

∆

After some matheematical operaations, the constant
matrices in Equation 24 can
an be evaluated
d as:

88
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0
0

0 0
0 0
0
0

0
0
2
2
0

(28)

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

(29)

in which:
.
.

(30)
.

Figure 4 Comparison between linear and nonlinear
impulsive response: angular position

(31)

where represents the gravity force.
Clin is unaltered by the linearization procedure since is
composed of only zeroes and ones. Finally, the standard the
state-space form of Alin, Blin and Clin can be easily extracted:
∆

∆

∆

(32)

where:
(33)

4.1 Accuracy of the linearized Model
In this subsection, a simple comparison test in order to
evaluate the extracted accuracy linearized model has been
described. The mechanism, introduced in section 3, has
been fed with 5 Nm torque impulse with 0.05 sec delay in
90°, i.e. starting from the
the initial configuration of
vertical position; however, it should be mentioned that the
test can be implemented to any mechanism configuration
with similar results.
From the Figure 4 and 5 it can be inferred that linearized
model has a very high level of precision as well as the
rotation motion of q is considered. As can be seen from the
Figure 4, the response of the linear and nonlinear models of
q as the generalized coordinate is very close and similar to
each other; however, the difference between them increases
when moves away from the equilibrium point. Additionally,
it can be inferred from Figure 5 that the error on q increases
slowly as the error after 0.4 s is around 0.06%.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the responses of nonlinear
and linearized system impulsive on the subject of nodal
displacements u11. According to Figures 6, the difference
between the linear and nonlinear modelling of u11 are
negligible while the mechanism moves from the
equilibrium configuration as far as u11 is concerned. Figures
7 shows the modelling error on u11, which is very small at
beginning of the motion and grows slowly during the
mechanism manoeuvre.

Figure 5 Comparison between linear and nonlinear
impulsive response: percentage error on angular position

Figure 6 Comparison between linear and nonlinear
impulsive response: elastic displacement
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From the Figure 8 and 9, it can be concluded that the
Kalman observer has a good accuracy for estimating the
generalized coordinate q as a one system state. Regarding
the Figure 8, the impulsive response of nonlinear and
observer are very similar; although, more far from the
equilibrium point, more differences among the responses.
Particularly, Figure 9 shows the error on q that is, after 0.4
sec the error between nonlinear and estimator is still so
small and converge to zero.
Figure 10 illustrates the comparison between the impulsive
respond of actual measurement of displacement u19 and
estimated u19 by Kalman observer. As it can be seen from
Figure 11 the difference is not so significant during the
transient. Nevertheless they increase as the mechanism
moves from the equilibrium configuration. In particular the
difference on u19 between the nonlinear system and the
observer are so small as long as the motion from the
original position is kept.

Figure 7 Comparison between linear and nonlinear
impulsive response: error in radian
on elastic displacement
4.2 State Observer
Fundamentally, a state observer estimates the state
variables by means of measuring a subset of the output and
control variables in order to reconstruct the state of a
system where the measurement is difficult or even
impossible in some specific situations.
A brief explanation of the Kalman observer used in our
system, is summarized here. For more details about
methodology and designing refer to [17].
Basically an observer design depends upon on two basis, a
linear time invariant dynamic model of the system and
linear relation between the state variables and the sensed
outputs. The dynamic of the overall system is described
very briefly by the following system of equations:
∆

∆

∆

∆
∆
e

∆

∆

∆

(34)
Figure 8 Comparison between measured and estimated
angular position q

(35)
∆

(36)

∆

(37)

where e and L are the vector of the errors of the state
variable estimates ( ) and the time invariant gain matrix of
the asymptotic Kalman estimator, respectively.
Additionally W is the time invariant gain vector of linear
regulator and F and H matrices are used to assess the
system observability as well. The control vector is shown
by u while y and
present the real output signals and
estimated ones respectively. G is a matrix which is related
to the linearized model of the equilibrium configuration.
However, it should be noticed that these equations only
hold in the neighbourhood of an equilibrium configuration.
In order to evaluate our system observer, a similar test
described in the previous subsection with the same input
and configuration has been implemented. In this test
knowledge about nodal displacement u19 and generalized
coordinate q are available by the measurement in the
purpose of estimating all states of the system.

Figure 9 Percentage error on estimation
of angular position q
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num
mber of samples over whicch the control variables caan
chan
nge their valuee.
As itt can be seen in
i Figure 12, tthe MPC conttroller perform
ms
a preediction from current time sstep k to the future
f
time steep
k+H
Hp. In the sam
me figure it is sshown that thee control actioon
can change only over the tim
me interval [k,
[ k+Hc]. Thhe
contrrol action is chosen
c
in ordder to minimizze a given coost
function. The firstt value of thee optimal conttrol sequence is
actuaally fed to th
he plant, and the whole caalculation is be
b
repeated at subseq
quent control intervals. Preediction horizoon
is moving forward
d for every iteeration in tim
me and the MP
PC
contrroller predictss the plant outp
tput again.

Figure 10 C
Comparison beetween respon
nse of impulsiive
respponse of nonlinnear and estim
mated u19

Figure 12 A discrete MP
MPC controller scheme
5.2 Model
M
Predicttion and Cost FFunction
A diiscrete time sttate-space moodel is often used
u
to providde
pred
dictive capability in MPC coontroller:
Figuure 11 error inn radian on estimation
of elastic displacement u19

(38)
(39)

5 MODEL PR
REDECTIVE CONTROL
WITH CON
NSTRAINT

The MPC controlller computes a sequence off the predictedd a
new control inpu
ut vector in order to miinimize a coost
function. Often used
u
cost funnction in MPC
C is the lineear
quad
dratic function
n:

In
n this sectionn a short introoduction to co
onstrained MP
PC is
given.
g
Model Predictive Control
C
(MPC) is a classs of
computer conttrol algorithm
ms that is baseed on construucting
controllers thatt are able to adjust
a
the conttrol action beffore a
variation
v
in the occurrence of the output set point. Att each
control intervaal the MPC algorithm
a
atteempts to optiimize
future
fu
plant peerformance byy computing a sequence of ffuture
manipulated
m
vvariable adjustment. An MPC
M
algorithm
m can
be
b tuned according to a cost functio
on, constraintts on
controlled andd control varriables and to
o a model oof the
process
p
to be ccontrolled. Foor further read
ding on constrrained
MPC
M see [18].

∑
∑

∑

∆

∆
(40)

in which
w
, r, ∆ ,
are the predicted plaant outputs, thhe
referrence signal for outputs, the change rate
r
of contrrol
actio
on and the con
ntrol action, reespectively. , and
a
are
the weighting matrices ussed to tunee the contrrol
perfo
ormance. iss used to penaalize the trackiing error, whiile
and
a
are used to penaliize the chang
ge rate and thhe
abso
olute value off control actioon, respectiveely. In generaal,
Equaation 40 is used in MIMO systems (Multiple Input annd
Multtiple Outputs)) and also coould be expaanded to MIS
SO
systeems (Multiplee Input and SSingle Outpu
ut) such as ouur
case, a system with
w
50 inpuuts (states) and
a
one outpput
(torq
que).

5.1
5 Prediction and Control Horizons
H
Prediction
P
horiizon HP is thee number of saamples over w
which
a prediction oof the plant outputs is evaluated
e
at each
itteration of thee controller, while
w
control horizon HC iis the
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Constrained MPC controller has ability to take into account
constraints of physical systems in its future control
performance calculations. The formulation used in this
paper allows to define constraints as follows:

kHz during the transient as it is depicted in Figure 14 for
elastic displacement u12. The more effective vibration
damping achieved by the 1 kHz control can be explained by
taking into consideration the faster control has a sufficient
bandwidth to take into account all the significant vibration
modes of the flexible mechanism.

(41)
And inputs constrains can be defined as:
∆

∆

∆

(42)
(43)

6 RESULT OF MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
WITH CONSTRAINT
In this section the results of several numerical tests are
provided and discussed to show the capabilities of the MPC
controller for position and vibration control of flexible
mechanisms. The tuning of the MPC controller depends on
weight on u19, weight on q, sampling time (Ts), prediction
horizon (Hp) and control horizon (Hc).
In practical applications, the values of Ts, Hp and Hc should
be selected on the basis of the available computational
resources. The computational cost of solving the
optimization problem of each iteration of the controller
depends on both Hp and Hc.
Generally speaking, longer Hc results in aggressive control
action while longer Hp causes more damped response and
more precise reference tracking [12].
The whole behaviour of the controller relies on a large set
of variables. Constraints on actuation torque are chosen to
comply with the physical limitations of the actuator. Other
parameters can be tuned quite freely. In this case,
constraints can be imposed on elastic displacement (u),
angular position (q) and input torque
as:
, k = 1… 24

Figure 13 Response of the Angular position q at with
different sampling frequency, 1 kHz and 100 kHz

(44)
(45)
(46)

It should be mentioned that in our system just the constraint
on torque, which is 8
8 Nm, is active.
In the following the effects of choosing different values for
tuning parameters of MPC controlled are discussed by
means of numerical tests.

Figure 14 Effect analysis of different sampling frequency
(fc) on the elastic displacement u12

6.1 Effects of fc on the Closed-loop System
Figure 13 and 14 demonstrate the response of angular
position q and elastic displacement u12 with different
sampling frequency. In all the tests reported in this work,
the mechanisms performs a 30 degree of rotation in
counter-clockwise direction starting from the horizontal
position.
It can be seen from Figure 13 that the performance of the
angular position response for both values of sampling
frequency 100 Hz and 1kHz are very similar; however, it
should be mentioned that the values of Hp and Hc are
chosen 20 and 5 for fc = 100 Hz and 200 and 50 for
fc=1kHz, respectively. The vibration amplitude for the
system with fc=100 Hz is bigger than the system with fc=1

Figure 15 Applied torque to the mechanism
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From the Figure 15 it can be inferred that applied torque by
the control system is within the range defined by the
constraint.
6.2 Effects of Hc and Hp on the Closed-loop System
In Figure 16 and 17 the effects of choosing different control
horizon has been investigated. It can be inferred that tuning
the Hc parameter has a limited effect on the response of the
closed loop system. Consequently, Hc can be increased up
to Hp but the performance of the controller will not be
improved significantly. In most cases Hc should be kept
quite small, since a longer control horizon increases the
computational effort required to solve the minimization
problem defined by Equations 38-40.
Regarding Figure 18 and 19, changing the value of the
prediction horizon (Hp) has a significant effect on the
performance of the controller. As it can be inferred from
Figure 18, selecting bigger value for Hp causes more
damped response for angular position q; conversely,
smaller value for Hp result in more aggressive response. A
similar consideration can be achieved by analysing the
Figure 19, which reports the time evolution of elastic
displacement u12.

Figure 18 Effect analysis of different control horizon (Hp)
on angular position q

Figure 19 Effect analysis of different control horizon (Hp)
on elastic displacement u12
Again, higher values of the prediction horizon leads to a
higher damping of vibrations.
Therefore we can conclude that the prediction horizon
should be set as high as the computational resources allows
it. Since the performance of the closed-loop system are less
sensitive to the choice of the control horizon, Hc can be set
to a low value to reduce the computational effort required
to solve the optimization problem.

Figure 16 Effect analysis of different control horizon (Hc)
on angular position q

7 ROBUSTNESS
In this section the results of two tests which are
implemented in order to evaluate robustness of the
proposed control scheme are discussed.
Several simulations have been performed with applying the
same control system on the nonlinear model with different
parameters. The tests have been done with uncertainties of
different sign (i.e. +20%, -20%) on the mechanism links
lengths (L=L1+L2) and on the Young’s elastic modulus E.
These tests that have been developed in order to evaluate
the robustness properties of the proposed control scheme,
using an approach already reported in other works such as
[14,19].

Figure 17 Effect analysis of different control horizon (Hc)
on elastic displacement u12
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In Figure 20 the effects of changing the mechanism length
(L=L1+L2) of the mechanism have been shown. According
to the Figure 20, the tolerance in the mechanism length
does not bring the closed loop to instability. If the actual
length of the links is 20% larger than the nominal value, the
response of the system will be more damped. On the other
hand, by decreasing by 20% the mechanism length, the
overshoot of angular position q is increased with respect to
the nominal case.
Thus it can be inferred that the developed controlled is
quite robust to this kind of uncertainty, as far as angular
position tracking is concerned. It can be seen in Figure 21
that also vibration damping is influenced by mismatches in
mechanism length. If mechanism length is under-estimated,
a more effective vibration damping can be achieved, since
the overall response of the closed-loop system is slower.
According to Figure 22 and 23, changing the value of
elastic modulus E of a + 30% does not alter significantly
the performance of the control scheme, thus the designed
MPC controller is also robust respect to changes in the
vibration models of the plant.

Figure 22 Robustness analysis of the change of elastic
modulus E on angular position q

Figure 23 Robustness analysis of the change of elastic
modulus E on elastic displacement u12
Figure 20 Robustness analysis of the change in the
mechanisms links lengths (L=L1+L2) on angular position q

8 MPC CONTROLLER VS. PID CONTROLLER
In this section a comparison between results of MPC and
PID controller has been made and discussed. While PID
controller are applied in single loop controllers, MPC
controller are used for overall system. PID controllers
support only a single input put system but MPC are
applicable in multi input and multi output systems (MIMO
system).
As is shown at Figure 24 PID controller follow the target
reference with high speed and low error but with
remarkable overshoot ( 35%). The tuning of the PID
control has been chosen to provide for a similar rise time.
Moreover, it can be inferred from the Figure 25 that the
amplitude of elastic displacement u12 is significantly larger
if a simple PID controller is used.
It can be therefore inferred that in this case MPC control
outperforms PID, which is currently the most widely used
control technology in industrial applications.

Figure 21 Robustness analysis of the change in the
mechanisms links lengths (L=L1+L2) on elastic
displacement u12
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vibration suppression but also represent a high level of
robustness to uncertainties on the plant.
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